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The 2016 Latta DECA Fall Dance was a dance to remember! We had a turnout of about 100 people, 
which is awesome! At the dance people dressed in their best fall dress and everyone looked amazing. 
This was a great time for everyone that came. Latta DECA would like to thank Mrs. Stacy Oakley and 
Mr. Arlis Oakley for being the backbone of this event. We would also like to thank Lisa May and Gracie  
for the stunning decorations at the dance. A huge thanks to Mr. Marty Duncan for being the D.J. of the 
night. Latta DECA would like to thank its members for attending as well as bringing food and drinks. 
We look forward to next year, where we aspire to make the Latta DECA Fall Dance a tradition. The 2016 
Latta DECA Fall Dance will not be forgotten!
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Veteran’s Day 2016

Latta High school thanks those who’ve 
fought for our freedom!!
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Latta DECA ECU Pitch Competition  
Top 5:  Carly, Bryan, Devin, Kendra, and Cassidy
Runner-Up:  Austin
Stock Market Competition:  1st Place Tayden Hansard
2nd Place Marko Charqueno
All money prizes totalling over $400.00 for Latta DECA
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2. JAPAN

Kinrō Kansha no Hi is a national public holiday that Japan celebrates 
every November 23rd. It was intended to celebrate the rights of 
workers in post-World War II Japan. Today it is celebrated with labor 
organization-led festivities, and children creating crafts and gifts for 
local police officers.

3. CANADA

l'Action de grâce—was first celebrated in 1578, Parliament made it 
a national holiday in 1879. But in 1957, Parliament moved it from 
November 6th to be observed on the 2nd Monday in October. 
Feasting on turkey, stuffing, mashed potatoes, gravy, and corn are 
common the weekend before. Vacations and parades are also 
traditional. 

5. LIBERIA

Founded in the 19th 

century by freed slaves 

from the U.S. Mainly 

celebrated by Christians, 

Liberians take the concept 

of the cornucopia and fill 

their churches with baskets 

of local fruits like bananas, 

papayas, mangoes, and 

pineapples. Concerts and 

dancing have evolved as a 

distinctive part of Liberia's 

Thanksgiving traditions.   

4. GRENADA

Held on October 25th every year, American soldiers who 
were stationed in the country the following month told 
locals about their upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, its 
signature feast, and its intention to focus on gratitude. To 
show their own gratitude, the people of Grenada worked 
in secret to surprise the soldiers with meals like those 
they longed for, complete with turkey and all the fixings. 
Today, it's celebrated in formal ceremonies of 
remembrance.

6. THE NETHERLANDS

For many of the pilgrims, England was just a layover on the 
way to America.The people of Leiden still celebrate the 
American settlers who once lived there with a 
non-denominational church service on the fourth Thursday of 
November. Afterwards, there's no turkey, but cookies and 
coffee are offered. 

7. NORFOLK ISLAND

On the last Wednesday of 
November, families bring fruit and 
vegetables to the church to 
celebrate, tying cornstalks to pews, 
and decorating the altar with fresh 
flowers. Where they would once 
recollect their offerings afterwards, 
now these are sold to raise money 
for the church.

1. GERMANY

A religious holiday that often takes 

place on the first Sunday of 

October, Erntedankfest is 

essentially a harvest festival that 

gives thanks for a good year and 

good fortune. This might include a 

procession where one wears 

Erntekrone, a harvest crown made 

of grain, flowers, and fruit. Although 

turkeys are making inroads, 

fattened up chickens (die 

Masthühnchen), hens (die 

Poularde), castrated roosters (der 

Kapaun), and geese (die Gans) are 

favored for the feast

http://mentalfloss.com/article/60261
/how-7-other-nations-celebrate-than
ksgiving

https://pixabay.com/en/autumn-leav
es-red-leaves-maple-1006880/

http://web-japan.org/kidsweb/explore/calendar/november/labor.html
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/590003/Thanksgiving-Day
http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2013/11/28/thanksgiving-in-liberia
http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2013/11/28/thanksgiving-in-liberia
http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2013/11/28/thanksgiving-in-liberia
http://aglobalworld.com/holidays-around-the-world/grenada-thanksgiving-day/
http://aglobalworld.com/holidays-around-the-world/grenada-thanksgiving-day/
http://www.harvestfestivals.net/germanfestivals.htm
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~ Jaylee & Nevaeh



THE TOP9
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~ Sarah
Fall Essentials

Chunky Sweater

Lattes and Hot 
Chocolate

Boyfriend Jeans

Ankle Boots

Dogs

Berry Lipstick

Flannel

Leopard 
Accessories

Scented 
Candles
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November 27, 1955:
William Sanford "Bill" 
Nye, popularly known as 
Bill Nye the Science Guy, 
is an American actor, 
science educator, 
television presenter, and 
mechanical engineer. 
Accomplishments:
mechanical engineers. 
He is most popularly 
known as Bill Nye the 
Science Guy where he 
hosts the Disney/PBS 
science show for children.

November 39th, 1954
Lawrence Henry "Larry" 
Summers is an American 
economist who is 
President Emeritus and 
Charles W. Eliot 
University Professor of 
Harvard University
Accomplishments:
 was an 
Inventor/Entrepreneur.  
Phil’s 74 years of life 
were filled with love and 
integrity, one of his many 
passions was cars

There are famous scientists that have changed our lives by inventing amazing things, 
creating new and improved ways to do things, and improving science and medicine so 
we can stay healthy and enjoy life to its fullest.  This month I will be featuring 3 famous 
scientists that you may or may not have heard of, but are all amazing in their own way.

November 1, 1950: Robert 
B. Laughlin
Robert Betts Laughlin is the 
Anne T. and Robert M. 
Bass Professor of Physics 
and Applied Physics at 
Stanford University.
Accomplishments:
1998 for the discovery that 
electrons in an extremely 
powerful magnetic field can 
form a quantum fluid in 
which “portions” of 
electrons can be identified. 
This effect is known as the 
fractional quantum Hall 
effect.
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Makeup Tips & Tricks: How to Conquer 
Eyeshadow 21 Use Eye 

Primer! 

http://www.revlon.com/
products/face/makeup-
primer/revlon-photorea
dy-eye-primer-and-brig
htner

This is one of the most 
vital tips you need to 
follow! Without eye 
primer, your 
eyeshadow will not 
blend well and end up 
patchy! Also, primer 
will take the redness 
from your eyes, and 
keep them from 
creasing if you have 
oily eyelids. 

Learn the 
lingo

Everything will make more 
sense when you’re 
watching a tutorial and you 
know what “crease” means.3 Use The 

Right 
Brushes

The most important part of 
eyeshadow, is blending! If you use 
one of the sponge brushes that 
comes with a pallette, it’s nearly 
impossible! So, invest your money 
in a eyeshadow brush kit, and 
you’re good to go! 

In my last makeup 
article we talked 
about the use of tape 
for eyeliner. Well, you 
can also use it for 
eyeshadow! It’ll make 
your eyeshadow 
nice, sharp, and 
clean! Also, it will help 
give you a shape to 
work with and catch 
all of the fallout so 
eyeshadow won’t be 
all over you face.

Tape! 
Again! 4

6 Don’t. Give. Up.
Practice makes perfect, 
especially with makeup. No 
matter how frustrated you 
get, don’t stop trying! Just 
remember to have fun, and 
you’ll eventually get it! 

5 Blend, Blend, 
and Blend!!!

Listen, the secret to a good 
eyeshadow is simply, blending. Blend 
until you literally can’t blend anymore! 
The more you blend your eyeshadow, 
the better and smoother it will look. 
You don’t want a patchy shadow. 
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Listen, we all suffer from lack of sleep from time 
to time. Usually I won’t even get to bed until 1 a.m. (I 
know, I know, hold back your gasps of horror) Whether 
you’re on your phone from 9:30 pm to 12:00 a.m., or 
just can’t sleep, I know we all want to gain those few 
extra hours of shut eye. In order for students to actually 
function throughout the day, we NEED more sleep. 
That’s right folks, we’re going to fix this inefficient sleep 
problem, together. 

According to Nationwide Children’s 
(www.nationwidechildrens.org/sleep-in-adolescents) 
the average amount of sleep an adolescent needs is 
between seven hours to seven hours and fifteen mnutes. 
Our bodies actually require exactly nine hours and 
fifteen minutes hours of sleep. This basically means you, 
and your buddy’s buddy need to start going to bed 
earlier. You might think to yourself at this point, “I only 
get 6 hours of sleep a night, and I’m perfectly fine,” and 
that’s where you’re 100% wrong. Sleep deficiency, 
((www.nationwidechildrens.org/sleep-in-adolescents) 
will impact our everyday functions. This includes your 
mood, behavior, ability, academic performance, and 
even driving. Teenagers tend to have irregular sleep 
patterns. Only 15% of teens get 8 ½ hours of sleep a 
night. 
(https://sleepfoundation.org/sleep-topics/teens-and-sl
eep)

Okay, so now that you understand that lacking 
in sleep has many negative qualities, let’s figure out 
some solutions. MAKE. SLEEP. A. PRIORITY. This is 
the best thing you can do. Nothing else is more 
important than getting a full night’s rest, not homework, 
your girlfriend/boyfriend, or if you’re on the last level of 
your video game. SLEEP.  Also, no matter how much 
you like to sleep in on the weekends, try and make a 
sleep schedule and stick to it as much as possible. It’ll be 
easier to fall asleep with a consistent routine. Even 
though we all love a good midnight snack, resist the 
urge, it’ll keep you up later! I know you’re rolling your 
eyes at me right now, but I believe if you actually 
listened to this advice, it’ll help in many aspects of life. 

~Devin

GO TO SLEEP!

http://www.nationwidechildrens.org/sleep-in-adolescents
http://www.nationwidechildrens.org/sleep-in-adolescents
https://sleepfoundation.org/sleep-topics/teens-and-sleep
https://sleepfoundation.org/sleep-topics/teens-and-sleep
https://sleepfoundation.org/sleep-topics/teens-and-sleep
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Meeting Seamus, God of the Seas 
By Casandra 

Seamus could taste the sea salt as it hung heavily in the air. It had a very distinct, crisp taste that Seamus absolutely 
adored.
 
There’s no wonder as to why he spent almost every day at the seaside, as it was his domain. Seamus had the ability 
to control water.  
 
Seamus sat at the edge of the cliff side, watching the water crash on the rocks below him. Seamus’ hands reached 
back behind him, plunging his fingers in the grass as he leaned back. The grass was a bit dry. He’d have to make it 
rain sometime soon.
 
“Seamus!” A voice said behind him, and Seamus instantly recognized the voice.
 
Seamus didn’t bother turning around to greet him, but it was more out of laziness than intended rudeness. Seamus 
assumed after how long they’d known each other that he’d understand that. “James.”
 
James, who had the ability to control fire, sat beside him. He made the grass below him sizzle as it was subjected to 
his heat.
 
“You’re killing my grass.” Seamus frowned, finally turning to look at James.   
 
James looked delighted, his eyes were brighter than Seamus had seen it in millennia, and Seamus swore that even 
the fiery curls that framed his face were more vibrant than normal. Seamus could also feel the excitement coming 
off of James, he was practically vibrating in his spot.  “Seamus. You will not believe what happened.”
 
Seamus sighed, already tired of James’ very loud personality. He much preferred the company of the ocean, the soft 
crashes of waves to rock the only conversation needed between the two. “What? What happened?”
 
James’ eyes were somehow even more brilliant, his smile in some way growing in size, the heat he had been 
emitting becoming almost unbearable to even Seamus. If Seamus were a mortal, he would’ve moved in fear for 
getting burned. “I met a human.” James raved.
 
That caught Seamus’ attention.
 
They weren’t allowed to mingle with the humans. Jordan had told all of them it’d be best to stay away. It led to 
them asking questions that didn’t need to be asked, feelings they didn’t need to feel, and that’s just if they met one 
of the nice ones.
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And if you met one of the bad ones… The ones, of course, that had tied Maximus up, the ones that had taken away his 
power, the ones that used it in their own wars to better their misguided causes, the ones that scared the living hell out 
of the gods… well let’s just say that Maximus didn’t come back after that.
 
“What?” Seamus fumed.

Seamus’ hands closed into a fist and he could feel his fingernails biting into his skin. 

Around them, James noticed that the ocean had grown silent. Looking around he saw it to be true, everywhere it 
looked the waves had completely halted their push and pull to remain stagnant. 
 
James quickly went to correct himself. “He’s not like the ones that took Maximus- Trevor’s really nice, Seamus. He’s 
been teaching me all about human things… Do you know what a microwave is, Seamus? It cooks things without the 
need for fire. Trevor told me it uses waves, kind of like the ocean, but they’re invisible, and-”
 
“You can’t see Trevor again.” Seamus simply interrupted, his eyes now scanning the ocean in front of him.

Seamus let out a deep breath.

The ocean started moving once more.
 
James’ mouth gaped open, Seamus just didn’t understand. His voice was quiet this time, barely being heard over the 
sound of the waves. “Trevor is my friend.”
 
Seamus had expected this, he didn’t even move at that revelation. “And that’s why you can’t see him again.”
 
James’ voice grew quieter. “But, I care about him.”
 
Seamus stood up and began to pace around. “You don’t understand, do you?” Seamus ran a hand through his long 
blond hair, exasperated. Louder, he continued on. “He doesn’t care about you.” This hurt Seamus to say, but it needed 
to be said. Maybe this would shock James into understanding. “He only cares about what you are.”  
 
“You’re lying.” Slowly, James got up and turned to face Seamus. Anger began bubbling up inside of him. “He cares 
about me.”
 
Seamus shook his head, dismissively. “Even if he does, it won’t matter. Jordan’s going to be furious.” Seamus waved 
his hand in the air as if to make his point more valid.

James paused, looking down at the tufts of grass springing up from the rocks. “I know he’ll be mad.”  
 
“Then why have you been talking to this human, James?” Seamus’ arm raised to lay a caring hand on James’ 
shoulder. It was cooled significantly from the earlier heat Seamus had felt radiating off of him, but it still was scalding 
to the touch.
 
“I was walking around a human city-” Seamus gives a face at that, but James goes on. “-And Trevor started talking to 
me. Asking questions about my day, my armor that I was wearing, and we just… kept talking. Eventually we made 
plans to meet up again and…” James looks so happy and giddy explaining Trevor that Seamus can’t help but soften 
his features. “I’ve been seeing him a lot since then. We’ve grown quite close, Seamus.”
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Seamus was scared for James. He was absolutely terrified for what this meant, but he had to know if Trevor was a 
threat. He wouldn’t allow anyone to hurt James, he already had Maximus’ disappearance on his conscience.  
 
“Okay.” Seamus dropped his hand, but let out a defeated sigh. “So, when do I get to meet Trevor?” Seamus felt a small 
smile curl at his lips.
 
James’ eyes lit up and he pulled Seamus into a hug.
 
A… really… tight hug.
 
“You’re crushing me.” Seamus managed to get out, and that’s when he also felt the burn of James’ excitement also 
making itself present.
 
James pulled back and gave a sheepish smile. “Sorry.” James felt pink tinge his cheeks. “I’m just excited.”
 
“Really? I couldn’t tell.” Seamus teased.
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
Trevor picked an ocean themed restaurant.
 
Trevor picked it out after James explained that Seamus was a water god, and he figured that’d be the best kind of place 
to meet. Seamus hadn’t been to a human town in at least a few hundred years, and Trevor figured it might be best if he 
were at least near his element. It was his attempt of making him feel at home, if you will.

Trevor was sitting in the booth he’d reserved specifically for this occasion.The table sat flush up against a very large 
aquarium that took up the entire wall. It was filled with many fish and other sea creatures.
 
In order to try and calm his nerves, Trevor took to watching the fish swim around for awhile.
 
It didn’t work.
 
His heart was still racing just as fast as it had been, and it was no wonder why. He was incredibly worried about what 
was going to happen in this meeting. He had never met any of the gods aside from James, would Seamus be similar to 
James? Would he treat Trevor with respect like James did, or would he act as if he were better than Trevor? James had 
also explained that some of the gods don’t have human forms, some take on other forms. That begged the question, 
what would Seamus look like?

“Trevor!” It was loud, and it scared almost all of the fish away. Trevor was also sure it made more than a few people 
turn their heads. The entire restaurant had undoubtedly heard the bellowing voice. James had arrived. Trevor turned 
quickly to see the two.

Seamus looked like a normal human man with blue eyes and long, wavy blond hair. His face was somewhat rounded 
and he was of average build. It was what he wore that stunned Trevor. He wore a loose blue and purple silk robe that 
covered almost every inch of his skin, even going so far as to trail on the floor behind him. On top of all of that, he had 
James’ hoodie on. The hoodie, of course, among the things James and Trevor had gone shopping for after Trevor had 
explained to James that what the gods wear was not appropriate for normal human wear.
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James was absolutely beaming as he sat across from Trevor on the end and allowed Seamus the seat closest to the 
aquarium wall.
 
“I helped him blend in, just like you taught me, Trevor.” James proudly announced.
 
Trevor couldn’t help but grin back at James’ enthusiasm. Seamus’ attitude, however, was much more sedated as he 
eyed Trevor from across the table.
 
“It’s nice to meet you, Seamus.” Trevor extended his hand across the table and Seamus flinched.
 
Seamus and Trevor both eyed Trevor’s hand as it hung in the air. James finally butted in. “You’re supposed to shake 
it, Seamus.” James whispered.
 
“Why?” Seamus asked.
 
Trevor put his hand down and gave a small smile. “Never mind…”

The three of them sat, nobody talking or even really moving for a while. Seamus and Trevor stared intently at each 
other as James stared intently at the two of them.
 
“So…” Trevor said, breaking the deafening silence. “What do you…” Trevor paused. “Do for fun?” Trevor proposed in 
a very forced, friendly manner.
 
“I look at the ocean. Sometimes I go swimming in it.” It was a simple and quick answer. After that, it went back to the 
earlier silence.
 
The silence, this time, lasted much longer than the other ones.
 
Trevor cleared his throat. “James… can you uh… come over here for a second I need to talk to you.” Trevor and James 
both got up from the table. Seamus started to stand up as well. “No! ... No. Just… just me and James, please.” Seamus 
sat back down.
 
It was only when the two had walked to the other side of the room that Trevor started to whisper to James. James, 
however, had been talking the whole way about how well it was going. Very loudly.
 
“James, this is so awkward.” Trevor admitted. “I don’t think he likes me.”

 
James scoffed. “Nonsense! He’s responding to all of your questions. He barely grants even me that courtesy.” James 
muttered the last part to himself. “He doesn’t dislike you, Trevor. He wouldn’t have come here if he did.”
 
They both turned when they heard Seamus gasp loudly.  
 
Trevor was then reminded of another selling point of this restaurant. They had mermaids. Not real ones, of course, 
but women and men who dressed up and swam around in the tank with the fish.
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Seamus was pressed up against the glass, watching with wide eyes as a  woman in a mermaid costume passed by.
 
Trevor and James both walked back over and James instantly was right beside Seamus, becoming flush with the glass 
as well.
 
“I thought mermaids were extinct, James.” Seamus exclaimed, his eyes not leaving the woman as she made her way 
through the spacious aquarium.
 
Now it was Trevor’s turn to be confused. “What?”
 
James turned around to acknowledge Trevor, but Seamus didn’t move an inch.  

“Well, Trevor, mermaids actually existed a few thousand years ago. They were an ancient species that lived deep in 
the oceans. Swimmers would sometimes run into them while diving and watch them in awe. Some would write stories 
about them once they returned to land.” James continued, feeling very important as Trevor watched him, stunned by 
the new information he was learning. “They were a peaceful species, and were unfortunately hunted to extinction by 
humans.” James concluded.
 
“Sir!” Turning, the two saw an exhausted restaurant employee screaming at… at Seamus, Trevor and James both 
realized at the same time.
 
With one leg over the lip, Seamus had somehow found a way to get up to the top of the aquarium.
 
“Sir! Please get down!” The employee repeated once again, this time sounding even more tired, thoughts of quitting 
probably running through his head.
 
Needless to say, Seamus was escorted out of the restaurant with Trevor apologizing profusely that Seamus tried to 
kidnap one of their workers.
 
“I just wanted her to come back to the ocean with me!” Seamus once they were in Trevor’s car.
 
Trevor sighed and ran a hand over his face. “You can’t just grab people, Seamus. You probably scared her.”
 
James echoed Trevor’s words as if he repeated it back to the other god it’d somehow make it more true.
 
James pondered in the silence that had once again returned to the three men. “Does this mean that we can go with my 
idea of where to take Seamus?”

“We can go to my house, but we are staying out my room.”
 
James’ excitement was off the charts as he started babbling out to Seamus all that can be done at Trevor’s house.
 
“You would not believe it, Seamus. They have a machine that does nothing but keep things cold.”
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https://docs.google.com/a
/latta.k12.ok.us/document
/d/1jpr6CuD_8K4wIRds1
RfdaDIhtPJaXlT4ZMScUy
yxX5o/edit?usp=sharing

https://www.buzzfeed.com/ca
ndacelowry/embarassing-mo
ments-anyone-who-sucks-at-
grammar-understan?sub=347
6477_4022465&utm_term=.dj
8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx

Fighting 
grammar 

mistakes one 
misplaced 

modifier at a 
time.

https://docs.google.com/a/latta.k12.ok.us/document/d/1jpr6CuD_8K4wIRds1RfdaDIhtPJaXlT4ZMScUyyxX5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/latta.k12.ok.us/document/d/1jpr6CuD_8K4wIRds1RfdaDIhtPJaXlT4ZMScUyyxX5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/latta.k12.ok.us/document/d/1jpr6CuD_8K4wIRds1RfdaDIhtPJaXlT4ZMScUyyxX5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/latta.k12.ok.us/document/d/1jpr6CuD_8K4wIRds1RfdaDIhtPJaXlT4ZMScUyyxX5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/latta.k12.ok.us/document/d/1jpr6CuD_8K4wIRds1RfdaDIhtPJaXlT4ZMScUyyxX5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/latta.k12.ok.us/document/d/1jpr6CuD_8K4wIRds1RfdaDIhtPJaXlT4ZMScUyyxX5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.buzzfeed.com/candacelowry/embarassing-moments-anyone-who-sucks-at-grammar-understan?sub=3476477_4022465&utm_term=.dj8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx
https://www.buzzfeed.com/candacelowry/embarassing-moments-anyone-who-sucks-at-grammar-understan?sub=3476477_4022465&utm_term=.dj8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx
https://www.buzzfeed.com/candacelowry/embarassing-moments-anyone-who-sucks-at-grammar-understan?sub=3476477_4022465&utm_term=.dj8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx
https://www.buzzfeed.com/candacelowry/embarassing-moments-anyone-who-sucks-at-grammar-understan?sub=3476477_4022465&utm_term=.dj8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx
https://www.buzzfeed.com/candacelowry/embarassing-moments-anyone-who-sucks-at-grammar-understan?sub=3476477_4022465&utm_term=.dj8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx
https://www.buzzfeed.com/candacelowry/embarassing-moments-anyone-who-sucks-at-grammar-understan?sub=3476477_4022465&utm_term=.dj8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx
https://www.buzzfeed.com/candacelowry/embarassing-moments-anyone-who-sucks-at-grammar-understan?sub=3476477_4022465&utm_term=.dj8XOM9xg#.mr9r0QyWx


.
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~Jaylee
On November 10, 1969 the first 
episode of Sesame Street aired. The 
idea of the show was to teach small 
children the  alphabet and how to 
count. Sesame Street along with it’s 
catchy theme song,”Can you tell me 
how to get to Sesame Street” 
eventually became the most watched 
children’s television show in the 
world. It’s been watched in over 120 
countries worldwide. The show was 
first thought of by Joan Ganz Cooney, 
who envisioned a way to entertain and 
teach young children. The television 
program,”Sesame Street”, was set in a 
fictional New York neighborhood and 
deaterd ethnically diverse characters 
and happy social messages. “Sesame 
Street” was based around short, often 
funny clips including puppets, 
animation and live actors. The cast 
was made up of puppets, including 
Bert and Ernie, Elmo, Cookie Monster, 
Big Bird, and many others. 
Throughout the years many guest 
stars have appeared on the show. The 
first celebrity guest star to appear on 
the show wa James Earl Jones. Other 
memorable guest stars include Robin 
Williams, Ed Sheeran, One Direction, 
Zac Efron, Michelle Obama, Adam 
Sandler and many more. As you can 
see, Sesame street has been around 
for quite awhile. I remember watching 
the show as a little girl and singing 
along with the songs. It’s almost hard 
to believe that the show is 47 years 
old!
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Sooners Helping Sooners
My Weekend With Sooner Legends
Carly

In October, I was invited to be the special guest of the OU Sooner 

football team for their home game weekend against Kansas State.  

Sooners Helping Sooners is an organization that helps former Sooner 

students and current Sooner fans.  When Bob Stoops asked Cavett Kids 

organization leaders which camper would love to spend a weekend with 

the OU football team, they knew the answer:  Carly Wood!



   Jay O’Neal, Jerry Pettibone, and My Family
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Friday before the game, my parents and I went to the Sooners Helping 

Sooners office and met Jay O’Neal and Jerry Pettibone.  Both men played 

football at OU and coached at OU and other colleges.  They showed me 

OU pictures, trophies, rings, and coats.  They also gave me a football 

signed by Bob Stoops.  I didn’t think my weekend could get any better, 

but this was just the beginning!

   Jay O’Neal, Jerry Pettibone, and My Family
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After checking into our hotel, my family and I got to meet the team and 

coaches.  We went to the team meal and ate with the team.  Those guys 

can really eat!  Two of my favorite players are Baker Mayfield and Samaje 

Perine!

Baker Mayfield, Carly Wood, and Samaje Perine
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The day of the game was exciting.  After going through the tunnel with 

the team, I got to stand on the sidelines and meet players and 

cheerleaders.  Then we moved up to a suite and watched the game while 

enjoying all kinds of snacks.  

Sooner Legend Joe “Silver Shoes”
Washington, Carly, and Jerry Pettibone

Carly and OU Cheerleaders
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After OU won the game, we got to visit the OU locker room and meet more players. 

Jordan Thomas and Carly Joe Mixon and Carly

This weekend was full of amazing moments that I will always remember.  

Meeting people that I usually watch on television and finding out that 

they are friendly and caring is an awesome feeling.  I appreciate Sooners 

Helping Sooners for the chance to have such a fun weekend!
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The Art of Words:
 Give me a pen and I'll call it a brush

Give me some paper and I'll call it a canvas

Give me inspiration and I'll call it paint

Call me an author and I'll call myself an artist

-Maggi 

The Paw Print is a place for you the Latta Student body to create and publish 

your writing and photography.  Please feel free to submit work to any Paw 

Print member or Mrs. Salter.  Thank you to all who have contributed to this 

issue.  We hope you enjoy reading The Paw Print.   
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